
Response to pre-bid queries for MyGov Analytics

(File No. MyGov/01-02/2015)

Interested bidders may please note the response to pre-bid queries, and the revised procurement

schedule as per the table below:

S. No. Particular Date

1. Issuance of EOI 8 / 1 / 2015

2. Last date for submission of queries 13 / 1 / 2015
3. Pre-bid meeting 14 / 1 / 2015

4.
Response to queries and issue of Corrigendum (if

applicable)
30 / 1 / 2015

5. Last date and time for EOI submission 11 / 2 / 2015, 3 PM

6. EOI opening at DeitY 11 / 2 / 2015, 4 PM

7. Period of Proof of Concept 19 / 2 / 2015 – 5 / 3 / 2015

8.
Last date for submission of PoC report by shortlisted

bidders
6 / 3 / 2015

9. Release of RFQ to shortlisted bidders 13 / 3 / 2015

10. Pre-bid meeting at DeitY 18 / 3 / 2015

11.
Response to queries and issue of corrigendum (if

applicable)
By 23 / 3 / 2015

12. Last date for submission of financial proposal 6 / 4 / 2015 3 PM

13. Financial bid opening at DeitY 6 / 4 / 2015 4 PM

14. Award of LoI to selected bidder 23 / 4 / 2015



Sr
No

Bidder EoI
page
No

Clause No Current
Clause /

Requirement
Description

Query / Suggestion for Change MyGov Comments

1 DynApt 17 3.2. Non
functional

3.2.1.
Hosting

The solution,
along with all
requisite models
and scripts
would be
required to be
deployed in the
secure MyGov
environment.

Limiting the deployment on current
premises will make the solution
restrictive from functionality and
scalability perspective. Technically,
security of the solution can be
maintained in other hosting
environments/datacenters available
besides MyGov environment. Please
allow Solution Provider to leverage
secured cloud infra to harness
advance capabilities of big data
processing and data analytics.

Annexure A of the EOI document mentions
the mapping of requirements against bidder
offerings. Please indicate the functionalities
that may only be achieved when the solution
is hosted outside MyGov environment.

Further, the same could also be raised by
the bidder during the PoC for the project
evaluation committee to evaluate.

2 DynApt 23 4.1.15.
Consortiums

Consortiums are
not allowed to
participate in
this procurement
process

This clause reduces the flexibility to
provide innovative, technically
equivalent or better and integrated
solutions by different solution
vendors for this requirement. Under
SME promotion advance tech
startups have fitting solution for this
requirement however they will not
meet the financial turn over criteria
and project implementation
experience. Relaxing this
requirement will help get more
comprehensive, innovative and cost
competitive bid.

No change. Sub-contracting has been
allowed for specific requirements.

3 DynApt 24 5. Pre-
Qualification

Criteria
Owner of
solution

The bidder
should propose a
COTS solution
and be the
proprietary
owner of the
proposed

COTS solution may not be the
technically best solution for this
requirement and may reduce the
flexibility to provide integrated
offering thereby also reducing cost
competitiveness. Request
department to remove this clause.

Modified. The new clause reads as - "The
bidder should be the owner of the ready-to-
deploy open source / proprietary solution,
and should undertake to customise, deploy
and maintain the solution by self
throughout the period of the contract."
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solution

4 DynApt 27 Technical
Criteria /
Analytics

experience

The bidder
should have a
content and
semantic
analytics
experience, from
the same
solution as
proposed in this
engagement,
building tag
clouds, analyzing
sentiments, and
reporting,
against a
configurable rule
and keyword set,
for at least 3
projects in India
(with different
Indian clients)

This is a unique requirement and
requires a custom solution. Similar
project experience will restrict
participation and limit solution
choice.

No change.

5 DynApt 17 3.2. Non
functional

3.2.1.
Hosting

New Clause Will the bidder be allowed to
propose an integrated big data
solution which leverages specific big
data enabled hardware servers and
optimized software solution stack.

MyGov would provide the hosting
environment which includes the servers,
compute and connectivity. The bidder is not
expected to propose hardware for purpose
of this engagement. However, as per
Annexure A, the bidder is expected to quote
its hardware requirements to be met by
MyGov.
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6 DynApt 15 3.1.4 Analysis of
Statistics of
MyGov using
Google Analytics

It is mentioned in the tender that
MyGov currently has Google
Analytics standard service available
for generating detailed statistics for
the MyGov platform. Can the bidder
provide an alternative solution for
meeting this requirement as well at
no additional cost? If not, is there a
roadmap for support of this service
and who will be responsible for
running and maintaining it?

Modified.

1. Revised clause 3.1.4 should be read as -
"Analysis of statistics of MyGov through
ABC Analysis - MyGov presently utilizes
Google Analytics standard service available
for generating detailed statistics for the
MyGov platform. It is being used to
understand the user demographics, website
access statistics, user activity statistics, etc
through ABC (Acquisition, Behavior,
Conversion) analysis. The solution would be
required to undertake such analysis on its
own, either by including such functionality
in its solution or extending Google Analytics
data for its analysis. The bidder would be
required to showcase the functionality and
the implementation mechanism (including
any dependency / changes required on the
source code of MyGov platform) for
undertaking the same."

2. "Customized Google Analytics results"
has been removed from clause 3.1.6.1

3. PoC Test Case No. 4 revised as below:

Test Case title: ABC Analysis

Test case details: Ability of the solution to
extract, analysis and report metric of MyGov
through ABC analysis by self or extending
Google Analytics data (Bidder should
request for Google Analytics API if it wishes
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to use the same. MyGov would provide the
same 1 week before the scheduled PoC).

Marks to be awarded for:
· Extraction methodology
· Quality of insights
· Presentation of output

7 DynApt - - New Clause What is public external user load?
Internal users are very limited and
they will not impact overall
performance. However, external user
reach is not known now. We will
need a number so we can plan
hardware resources before hand, if
the solution is to be deployed on-
premises (our solution is already
auto-scalable, however if deployed
on-premises there will be need for
hardware to auto scale as well.
Public Cloud will do this seamlessly).

Bidder may mention the challenges in
hosting on-premise vs public cloud in the
'remarks' column in the table given in
Annexure A.

8 HP 31 6 Proof of Concept
(Extraction,
analysis and
reporting of data
from MyGov
Google Analytics
service)

1. Any reason why information from
Google Analytics need to be
extracted and analyzed? As the data
is already based on the clickstream,
it is analyzed and presented in a
report form by Google Analytics

Pls refer to Q6

9 HP 32 6 Proof of Concept
(Quantitative
analysis)

1. The requirement is more related to
visualization/reporting tool rather
than an Analytics tool. Can this be
de-scoped from PoC test cases? Also
these quantitative analysis is purely
based on the MyGov database

Report would be a major outcome from the
analytics tool, so this has to be in the scope
and cannot be de-scoped. The solution is
expected to extract data from the MyGov
portal directly for the purpose of the PoC.
Information on user identity, groups,
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content like number of groups,
number of active discussion and
there is no mention of providing
access to these table/ schema in the
EOI.

discussions, etc, as available in the MyGov
database, would not be made available to
any bidder.

10 HP 10 10 Data Scraping
(Input)

1. Would the access to database also
have access to the comments table
where all the comments are stored?
2. If the comments needs to
extracted from the MyGov portal and
not from the Database then how one
can relate commments(from MyGov)
and corresponding metadata (from
Database)?
3. What does "The solution will have
a read-only access to the MyGov
database for extracting meta data to
be used for the analysis" mean? Is it
provide access to database or
exposing content via webservice/
API?

It is envisioned that the solution will build
its own repository of comments by scraping
directly from the MyGov web pages.

Read-only access through APIs to the
MyGov data tables would be provided on
need basis.

11 HP 10 10 Text Extraction
(files)

1. Would the access to these
uploaded file be available to
everyone or requires special access?
2. Where is these uploaded file
stored? Is it in a fileserver or in the
database as BLOB object?

All files uploaded by users would be
available on the MyGov portal upon
approval by the moderator. The solution is
expected to download these files from the
MyGov portal directly.

12 HP 14 Correlation of
Social Media

1. "Solution should scan weekly and
add new verified government twitter
accounts into its listening database
automatically" - does not solution
expected to scan twitter & facebook
to extract verified accounts or

The understanding is that verified account
names will be provided by MyGov. However,
the bidder may showcase a functionality of
identifying verified government handles
using the solution, in the PoC, for additional
marks. The functionality may be added in
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verified accounts will be provided by
MyGov and solution is expected to
crawl these account?

the RFQ stage based on PoC performance of
bidders.

13 HP 14 Correlation of
Online Media

1. "The target portals should be user
configurable in the solution" - who
will be adding the websites is it
administrator or business users? The
reason for asking this is usually
crawling any two websites is not
always same. It requires analysing
the each & every website and add
necessary configuration which is can
be done by an administrator and not
by a business user. Hence request to
re-phrase it to be a backend task
rather than a task which can be done
using an UI.

The bidder is expected to showcase this
functionality as part of Test Case 3 of the
PoC. Based on results shown by all bidders,
the requirement would be appropriately
modified at the RFQ stage.

14 HP 11 3.1.3.3 Hashtag analysis 1. Please explain this requirement
with a example. It is tagging the
comments with appropriate tags
while submission of a comments?

Version 2.0 of MyGov (currently under beta
testing) will have hashtags that users can
use to tag their comments. Some hashtags
will be provided by the MyGov team for the
users to use, while the users would have the
freedom to create their own hashtags. The
solution, would be expected to identify these
hashtags and provide analytics around them

15 HP 11 3.1.3.5 Social Media
Analytics

1. Will DeiTy provide the list of
twitter handles and facebook
accounts to be ingested for Social
Media analytics?

Yes. Also please see response to Q12.
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16 HP 11 3.1.3.6 Blacklisting
content

1. Will list of blacklisted keywords be
provided during the implementation
phase by DeiTy?

The solution needs to have a default library
of blacklisted words (profanity, etc) which
would be able to help in filtering the
content. The solution should also have the
provision to allow the user to add words in
the library.

17 HP 17 3.2.2 Accessibility 1. Would the existing access control
in MyGov already in place be used or
any new access control needs to be
implemented?

The users expected to login to the Analytics
UI would use their official government login
IDs (mail.nic.in domain). However, the
access rights of the solution features will
have to be defined by the bidder's solution,
in consultation with the MyGov team.

18 HP General
Question

1. In India, people usually type in
their views be it MyGov portal or in
Social Media in Hindi content in
English say "is desh me naari ki aisi
durdasa aisi kabhi ni rhi ki use hath
me jhanda lekr sadak pr utrna pade,
ved aur upanishad gargi jaisi aneko
vidushiyan aur viranganayein paida
kar chuke hain" and performing
sentiment analysis on this is a
challenge. Can the EOI include
sentiment analysis for only English
language and purely English content
only?
2. Is Sentiment analysis in Hindi
language a mandatory requirement
or a good to have requirement?

While pure English and Hindi analysis is a
core part of our requirements, it would be
preferable if the solution has a dictionary
which would be able to keep itself updating
and reach a maturity level of understanding
"Hinglish". The bidder may showcase the
same as a value add in the PoC.

19 HP General
Question

1. Good comment and bad comment
is very subjective. Solution should be
able to highlight concepts which are
mostly discussed for e.g., in Beti
Bachao group discussion solution

No change.
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should be able to highlight concepts
like child eduction, steps for women
empowerment, special incentives.

20 HP General
Question

1. The new solution be exposing all
the necessary analytics like
Sentiment analysis, Tag Cloud in an
API form and will MyGov portal
consume these API and display the
same in MyGov website. Would
MyGov development implement the
consumption of API and
visualization part?

Correct. The MyGov team would consume
the APIs for display on the MyGov portal in
real time. However, all tag clouds and
visualisations would also have to be ported
on the Solution UI for analytics and
reporting.

Modified. Clause "These tag clouds will have
to be updated in real-time by the solution
based on user submissions on MyGov." to be
read as "These tag clouds will have to be
updated in real-time by the solution based
on user submissions on MyGov. The
solution would extend Widget OR API OR
Web Services for consumption of MyGov
platform for publishing on the portal"

21 IBM The sales turnover (INR 50 CR)
asked in the Eligibility Criteria is
very
low, and it may lead to mismatch in
competition. Being a project of high
repute, which has got national level
importance, we urge you to kindly
increase the sales turnover to INR
1000 Cr & above only.

No change.
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22 IBM Seeing the Eligibility criteria, it
appears that this project is meant
for COTS based OEM's / SI. Hence
we urge you to make this
competition limited to One OEM / SI
and one bid only.
The proposed language is
asfollows'Only one OEM or an SI
with a back-to-back agreement with
COTS OEM mayquote against this
tender. Each OEM must ensure that
only one bid of theirproduct is
offered in this tender, failing which
the customer reserves theright to
reject one or more or all the bids
utilizing that technology.'

Please refer to Q3 for the modified clause.

23 Oracle 15 Dashboard Is there any requirement of
emailing the reports or only
dashboard access needs to be
provided

Bidder could suggest as per its convenience .
Emailing could be a value added feature.
However, the bidder would be required to
detail out the financial impact of adding an
email feature.

24 Oracle 14 Correlation -
Social Media

Do news channel websites provide a
web api to get the feeds or web
scrapping is required. If no api is
present the websites should allow
reading of data through website
scrapping.

Expected for the bidder to extract the data
as part of the solution.

25 Oracle 12 3.1.3.5 Social Media
Analytics

Do you plan to launch a Facebook
Page for myGov in near future and
building a Social Engagement and
drive traffic to MyGov portal from
this highly adopted social platform
(Facebook)

A facebook page is not in the near future
plan for MyGov. May be initiated in the
future.
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26 Oracle 32 Language
Support

Essential feature (no marks
awarded, but failure to demonstrate
English and Hindi capability would
result in disqualification)
Demonstration of capability of other
official Indian languages (5 marks)
Does language support for Hindi and
other Indian Languages include
Sentiment Analysis in Hindi and
other Indian Languages or is it
limited to display of labels and data
in Hindi and other Indian Languages

All analytical requirements mentioned in
the EOI mandatorily need to be undertaken
both in English and Hindi.

Support on all requirements for other
Indian languages is an added advantage.

27 Oracle 11 Social Media
Analytics

For facebook and twitter access to
the feeds will be provided by the
client?

Expected for the bidder to extract the data
as part of the solution.

28 Oracle 10 Text
Extraction(files)

Solution should scan weekly and add
new verified government twitter
accounts into its listening database
automatically

Pls refer to response to Q12.

29 Oracle 12 The solution may also be deployed to
play a pro-active role of auto
rejecting user submissions, before
they are published on MyGov, based
on defined blacklisted keywords.
This will involve intervening into the
MyGov comments submission
process and is not an analytical
requirement. Please reconfirm the
requirement

Modified. Existing clause "The solution may
also be deployed to play a pro-active role of
auto rejecting user submissions, before they
are published on MyGov, based on defined
blacklisted keywords"

should now be read as

"The keywords library of the tool containing
blacklisted keywords will be leveraged by
the MyGov team for moderation of
comments. The integration of this library
with the MyGov platform would be explored
at the time of customisation and
deployment."
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30 Oracle 15 3.1.4 Analysis of
statistics of
“MyGov” on
Google Analytics

The solution would be required to
leverage the google analytics and
integrate it for user analysis
exercises, reporting, and presented
on the dashboard.
Does DEITy consider the need of a
single platform to publish content to
all social media platforms

Pls refer to Q6

31 Oracle 15 3.1.4 Analysis of
statistics of
“MyGov” on
Google Analytics

The solution would be required to
leverage the google analytics and
integrate it for user analysis
exercises, reporting, and presented
on the dashboard.
Is DEITy considering the need to
plan out reach programmes by
geography, age groups and any other
segments reaching/acessing MyGov

Yes. Data from the consolidated analytics
using the solution would be used to plan
online and offline outreach activities.

32 Oracle 15 3.1.4 Analysis of
statistics of
“MyGov” on
Google Analytics

The solution would be required to
leverage the google analytics and
integrate it for user analysis
exercises, reporting, and presented
on the dashboard.
Is there a need for the solutions to
measure the effectiveness of multi
channel (email, social, SMS)
engagement programs undertaken.

Yes. If the proposed solution inherently
provides such a functionality, the bidder
may showcase the same in the PoC. This
reponse should be read in conjuction with
the response to Q6

33 Oracle 15 3.1.4 Analysis of
statistics of
“MyGov” on
Google Analytics

The solution would be required to
leverage the google analytics and
integrate it for user analysis
exercises, reporting, and presented
on the dashboard.
Is there a plan by DEITy to use the
statistics provided by Google
Analytics to plan, monitor and

Yes, but the current requirement scope for
the purpose of this EoI does not mention
that. If the proposed solution inherently
provides such a functionality, the bidder
may showcase the same in the PoC.

MyGov is open to a bidder undertaking the
analytics currently done through Google.
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execute programmes to re-engage
with citizens.

The bidder is required to showcase such
feature in its proposed solution at the PoC
stage.

34 Oracle 12 Analysis - My
Gov To-Be

User will have the option of choosing
either of the following options for
generating the tag cloud: Option A –
Without defining any positive /
negative keywords / hashtags
Option B - Defining positive
keywords/hastags Option C -
Defining negative keywords /
hastags

Unclear question. No change.

35 Oracle 14 Correlation -
Social Media

Verified twitter and facebook
accounts of all government
ministries and departments are
added for listening by the solution
Some of the social mdeia platforms
may have restrictions on the
volumen of data they allow to be
pulled free of cost. In case such
restrictions are in place, is the
department willing to pay for the
subscription of such social media
platforms during the duration of the
PoC

MyGov expects the solution to factor in such
costs as part of the proposed solution.
However, unit rates could be defined at the
RFQ stage and MyGov may have an
arrangement with the bidder to procure
need based subscriptions, provided the
bidder is able to showcase examples where
free and paid services could be used in the
PoC.
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36 Oracle 11 3.1.3.5 Social Media
Analytics

We observed MyGov Portal is also
used for conducting Surveys,
Opinion Polls. Would you been keen
to launch such Contests, Campaigns,
Polls etc on Social Media - As Social
Apps. This is a great medium to
increase social reach, Build
Engagement and Drive more
Audience to MyGov portal via the
social referrals.

There are no such plans in the foreseeable
future for MyGov.

37 PCSOL 4.1.15. Consortiums are
not allowed to
participate in
this procurement
process

This clause reduces the flexibility to
provide innovative, technically
equivalent or better and integrated
solutions by different solution
vendors for this requirement. Under
SME promotion advance tech
startups have fitting solution for this
requirement however they will not
meet the financial turn over criteria
and project implementation
experience. Relaxing this
requirement will help get more
comprehensive, innovative and cost
competitive bid.

No change. Sub-contracting has been
allowed for specific requirements.

38 PCSOL 4.1.16. Sub-contracting
is allowed, but
only for the
purposes of
maintaining a
helpdesk,
developing
scripts for data
scraping, User
interface and any

This clause reduces the flexibility to
provide innovative, technically
equivalent or better and integrated
solutions by different solution
vendors for this requirement. Under
SME promotion advance tech
startups have fitting solution for this
requirement however they will not
meet the financial turn over criteria
and project implementation

No Change
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web designs. The
bidder is
required to
declare, at the
EOI stage, for
any sub-
contracting the
bidder would
undertake for the
proposed
engagement

experience. Relaxing this
requirement will help get more
comprehensive, innovative and cost
competitive bid.

39 PCSOL 5 The bidder
should propose a
COTS solution
and be the
proprietary
owner of the
proposed
solution

COTS solution may not be the
technically best solution for this
requirement and may reduce the
flexibility to provide integrated
offering thereby also reducing cost
competitiveness. Request
department to remove this clause.

Please refer to Q3 for the modified clause.

40 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

7 7 MyGov is already
catering to more
than 7 lac users,
adding about
20,000 users
every week. It is
being run by the
Department of
Electronics and
Information
Technology
(DeitY). The
technical support
and
infrastructure is

Pls. Give us idea about existing IT
infrastructure LIKE DATBASES,
Type of users etc.

Such details would be shared at the RFQ
stage.
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being managed
by the National
Informatics
Centre (NIC).
There are more
than 25
ministries
onboard,
reaching out to
the citizens
through the
fundamental
concepts of Do
and Discuss
through the
platform. There
are more than 80
volunteers who
are already
engaged with the
platform.
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41 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

12 12 As is -
Discussion/Task-
wise comments
are picked (in
excel format)
from the
backend task
management
system and
collated for the
reporting month.
The data fields
comprising the
reports are:
· Post ID
· Post date
· Likes
· Post
· Media (intranet
link of uploaded
media)
· User Name
· City/State
· Country
· User ID which
need to be Entry
is made, through
the UI of the
solution, to pick
discussion/task-
wise comments
from any one of
/multiple
options:

Is there any technology prefernce No
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· Overall / Group
/ Discussion /
Task
· Reporting
period (From-
date, To-date)
· Most liked
comments
· Latest
comments
(Number to be
defined by user)

42 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

13 13 As is -
Highlighted

comments are
analysed and top
10-20 comments
based on quality
and alignment to
discussion topic

are selected need
to be-Specific

level-1 tags are
selected from the
tag cloud by the

user, and the
solution further
presents another

tag cloud by
analyzing only

those comments
which contain

Why step is repeatable for up to 5
levels pls. Explain in details

In our experience, we have observed that it
is required to dig deep into multiple layers
to reach the good comments which are
distinct from the crowd and provide truly
valuable insights for the government. The
requirement to go up to 5 layers is a
reasonable assumption for closing in on
specific 3-5 high quality comments.
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the selected
level-1 tags.
This step is

repeatable for up
to 5 levels

43 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

. It has been mentioned to crawl for
all government websites for new
social links.
- Who gives the database of all
government websites.
- What if new government websites
are added after the launch of this
application? Do we need an option to
add new websites too`

Expected for the bidder to extract the data
as part of the solution. Yes, new websites
may also be added and any development
effort required at the bidder's end should be
factored in the financial cost to be quoted at
the RFQ stage.

44 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

2. It has been told to crawl and scrap
data from social networking sites of
different government websites'
accounts. This is not possible unless
the respective government websites
provide credentials (e.g. API key,
username, etc.)

No APIs, usernames and/or passwords of
other government handles and accounts
would be provided to the bidder. The bidder
may suggest a workaround in the PoC to
cater to the requirement mentioned in the
EOI.

45 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

3. Under Correlation - Online Media
it has been said "Websites of top 10
Indian news / media are added for
listening by the solution"
What is meant by listening by the
solution

Listening refers to Data scraping.

46 RV
Solutions
Pvt. Ltd

4. Under Correlation - Online Media
it has been said "The target portals
should be user configurable in the
solution"
What is meant bytarget portals
should be user configurable

Names of target online media portals should
be allowed to be entered by the user for data
scraping.
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47 SAS Geo tagging. Please explain it in the
conetxt of "My Gov" and anlysis
expected

A key feature of MyGov is 'Do', which is
performing a task. Users perform tasks
initiated by the government on MyGov. Geo
tagging feature being introduced on MyGov
would allow users to tag their preferred
locations of performing tasks, such as
cleanliness drive in a geo-tagged area,
performing a social audit for a government
scheme, etc. The solution would be expected
to leverage MyGov's geo-tagging feature for
identifying such locations

48 SAS There is an expectation of getting
historical hashtags in the data.
Where would this data come from?
Twitter doesn’t give too old data.
How much old data is expected?

The bidder may exhibit clarity on this aspect
during the PoC and MyGov would
accodingly modify its requirements in the
RFQ stage

49 SAS Is all the data available in digital
format like surveys etc?

Yes

50 SAS Google Analytics – API. Please give
details of it,

Pls refer to Q6

51 SAS Please mention details about
different websites that we are
supposed to connecct.

Names of such websites would be provided
one week prior to the PoC.

52 SAS Please mention the data sources that
would be used for POC

All user submissions would be visible on
MyGov without the need of a login. The
bidder is expected to extract data directly
from the portal for the purpose of the PoC.

53 SAS What are the different types of
attachment which user can upload.
Does it have particular format?
What analysis is expected

MyGov allows users to attach MS Word,
Excel, pdf, and jpeg files. All analytics
expected to be run on text submissions of
users should be extended to the user
uploaded files as well.

54 SAS The main language support for text
analytics is english and hindi. Please

Yes.
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confirm

55 SAS What kind of metadata and text
content needs to be extracted from
the uploaded files? Can we get some
examples of the file contents and the
relevant information that needs to be
extracted?

Pls refer to MyGov portal for examples. User
submitted files are visible to all users.

56 SAS Can the uploaded files be images? Yes

57 SAS Ocnsidering the criticallity of the
project, we recommned to include
analyst validation in qualification for
BI, Text Mining etcc.

Not required in current scope

58 SAS Will the 10 Indian news / media be
based in English or Hindi language
only? Can you provide the names of
these 10 news / media?

Since the solution is required to support
both English and Hindi languages, it would
be expected to use the solution across both
English and Hindi media sites

59 SAS For the actual project, can we expect
to get the data about comments,
users etc. from the backend database
since its your own website

Detailed scope for the actual project would
be shared at the RFQ stage.

60 SAS The experience asked in India is for
the product or implementation?
There could be cases in which our
partners did the implementation of
our product. Can we provide that?

Yes, but it will have to be clearly
substantiated through a client certificate or
a valid work order mentioning the product
being deployed for the client.

61 Wipro 5 Owner of
solution

The bidder should propose a COTS
solution and be the proprietary
owner of the proposed solution, and
should undertake to develop, deploy,
operate and maintain the solution by
self throughout the period of the
contract.

Please refer to Q3 for the modified clause.
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62 Wipro Consent for
Proof of concept

Are there any indicatives around
PoC? Would there be additional
marks for showcasing PoC on
MyGov existing data available on the
site.

All data analysis for the PoC would have to
be done using data available on MyGov,
along with information of external websites
and twitter handles to be provided by the
MyGov team before the PoC.

63 Wipro 3.1.1. Data Scraping Scraping - what kind of data is
available (Only that's on MyGov site)
and in what format the scraped data
would be needed in the system

Please go to mygov.in for understanding of
data available. Texts and files are allowed
for users to be submitted on MyGov

64 Wipro 3.1.2. Text Extraction How large the targeted list library
will be and how frequently the
updates will happen to the
libraries.Whats the flow and sources
for loading the libraries

Need based updating is expected. Content
analysis on MyGov is a continuous exercise
and library updations may be undertaken
any time. The solution would house the
library.

65 Wipro 3.1.3. Data analytics
(Processing)

Unclear question. No change.

66 Wipro What is the data volumes per hour
(at peak hour) expected to be
handled by the proposed
reporting/dash-boarding tool and
the growth estimated in this over the
years

This information would be provided at the
time of the RFQ.

67 Wipro 3.1.7. Reporting please confirm on the volumes This information would be provided at the
time of the RFQ.

68 Annalect There are multiple third party social
listening services available. Based on
subscription, relevant data can be
extracted. Could such services be
integrated with the tool? Or is it
mandatory to build such
functionality within the tool?

The bidder may respond with their
compliance to the solution requirements by
filling the table in Annexure A.
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69 Annalect Extraction of post content and
comments on
Government/Departments Facebook
and Twitter accounts/handles (For
e.g., “Ministry of Tourism,
Government of India”) require direct
query access to these accounts.
a. Would the MyGov team
consolidate the list of Facebook
Pages and Twitter Handles to be
monitored?
b. Access to the individual
government/ministry/department
Facebook and Twitter account
should be made available to extract
content available in the private area
of the social platform. Please
confirm.

The bidder is expected to showcase this
functionality as part of Test Case 3 of the
PoC. Based on results shown by all bidders,
the requirement would be appropriately
modified at the RFQ stage.

70 Annalect We would require clarification
regarding the below mandatory
requirement. Would MyGov be open
to a custom solution built specifically
to support the business
requirements? Clarification is
needed as some sections of the EoI
suggest that MyGov is open to a
“service-based” offering.
“The bidder should propose a COTS
solution and be the proprietary
owner of the proposed solution, and
should undertake to develop, deploy,
operate and maintain the solution by
self throughout the period of the
contract.”

Please refer to Q3 for the modified clause.
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71 Annalect Please confirm if MyGov is open to a
phase-wise development and
delivery approach for this solution.
Agency would provide a clear
product roll out roadmap and
strategy to support this approach

The bidder may respond with an
appropriate roadmap and strategy for
development and rollout of a solution that
caters to MyGov requirements mentioned in
the EOI document. It would be up to the
MyGov team to accept / reject a solution's
development and delivery proposition.

72 Annalect Could you please help us understand
the level of detail expected in the
“Data sheets, Use cases and feature
documents of the proposed solution”
requested as part of bid content?

As the expectation is for the bidder to
propose products, we expect to receive
available data sheets of the products,
various use cases to showcase functionalities
of the products, and other relevant
documentation which may help MyGov
understand the solution in detail.

73 Annalect Please confirm if MyGov is open to
the idea of hosting this solution on
the cloud instead of on-premise?

The bidder may respond with their
compliance to the solution requirements by
filling table in Annexure A. Bidder may
mention the challenges in hosting on-
premise vs public cloud in the 'remarks'
column in the table given in Annexure A.

74 Annalect Would it be necessary for the agency
to share the code base for the tool
with MyGov (if the tool is deployed
on-premise)?

Any code developed for the specific
requirement of MyGov, for which MyGov
would pay development and customisation
cost, would be property of MyGov. Thus,
such code bases would have to be shared
with MyGov.

75 Interactive
avenues

3.1.2 1. Is the requirement limited to Text
driven PDF Only or Does the PDF
include a media mix
2. Agency will need to invest in a
conversion software – Will this cost
be borne by the Agency or DeitY?

1. The requirement is for text and images
2. The bidder is expected to quote for a
comprehensive solution. Any allied product
provided should be part of the financial cost
at the RFQ stage itself.
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76 Interactive
avenues

Will the hardware be provided by
NIC as specified by us?

MyGov would provide the hosting
environment which includes the servers,
compute and connectivity. The bidder is not
expected to propose hardware for purpose
of this engagement. However, as per
Annexure A, the bidder is expected to quote
its hardware requirements to be met by
MyGov.

77 Interactive
avenues

Please provide a tentative date for
the Proof Of Concept Demo - the
date range provided has a 2-3 week
window

As per S No. 8 of the Pre-Qualification
criteria on Pg 26 of the published EOI
document, the bidder has to propose a PoC
date.

78 Interactive
avenues

Will the product need to be
a proprietary software or it can be a
licensed software in case the solution
demands?

Please refer to Q3 for the modified clause.

79 Altruist Kindly help us understand that will
you be providing seed for the crawler
or the seed should be developed by
us based on the websites available.

The bidder is expected to develop the same
and propose it as part of the solution.

80 Altruist What will be the frequency of
visiting the crawl frontiers?

The MyGov team, along with nodal officers
from participating departments and
volunteers from across the country are
expected to access the portal regularly
(weekly for reporting to the Department and
government leadership) as well as on a need
basis. Further, the tag clouds and
quanitiative analytics needs to be updated in
real-time for public viewing.
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81 Altruist Kindly help us with the crawling
policies like Selection, re-visit,
Proportional, politeness and
parallelization

All requirements have been mentioned in
the EoI. The approach for complying to the
requirements is left to the bidder's solution.

82 Altruist Kindly confirm kind of crawling
required like path-ascending,
focused or subject specific

All requirements have been mentioned in
the EoI. The approach for complying to the
requirements is left to the bidder's solution.

83 Additional
clause

20 4.1.11 Bid Content <Bidder is expected to add a section
in their EoI response document>

Comments on the Invitation for EoI
In this section, the bidder may provide any
additional information that may supplement
the requirements mentioned in the
Invitation to EoI document, for instance
information pertaining to, but not limited to
:

A. Assumptions (Assumptions against EoI
requirements basis which the solution has
been proposed)
B. Dependencies (External / Internal
dependencies on people/process/technology
for the proposed solution)
C. Disclaimers (Any disclaimer that restricts
/ prohibits / changes the ability of the
bidder to commit the proposed solution at
the time of the RFQ)

However, this should not be in the form of
qualifications/conditions in the bid.
Qualified/conditional bids are liable to be
rejected.

84 Additional
clause

25 Section 5.
Table S No.

7

Completeness of
proposal
document

<Bidder is expected to add a section
in their EoI response document>

Comments on the Invitation for EoI


